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A device inspired by human lungs can split water into oxygen and hydrogen
Agencja Fotograﬁczna Caro / Alamy

By Chelsea Whyte
Human lungs move gas through a thin membrane, extracting oxygen and sending it into our
blood stream. Now a device uses the same principle to power the reactions used for making
hydrogen fuel.
Yi Cui at Stanford University and his colleagues set out to mimic human lungs to increase the
efﬁciency of electrocatalysts, materials that increase the rate of chemical reactions used to
produce hydrogen by splitting water. Improving the process could make better fuel cells, which
are used to power hydrogen vehicles and could one day be used for powering everything from
cell phones to cities.
Cui and his team made a 12-nanometer thick plastic ﬁlm with tiny pores on one side which
repel water. The other side is coated with gold and platinum nanoparticles that are involved in
the chemical reactions. Then they rolled the ﬁlm and sealed the edges to make a small pouch
with the metal layer on the inside.
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When they apply a voltage to water to split it into its constituent parts, the hydrogen and
oxygen gases enter the lung-like apparatus and create energy as they pass through the
conductive metals on the inside of the pouch.
Carbon-based ﬁlms that are usually used in fuel cells can create bubbles during this process,
which causes energy loss. But these new lung-like devices minimise bubbles because the small
pores control the rate at which gas can pass through the membrane and the pressure inside.
Cui and his team found that their lung-like device was 32 per cent more efﬁcient at converting
energy than using the same membrane in a ﬂat conﬁguration. “The geometry is important,”
says Cui.

Read more: Nano aluminium oﬀers fuel cells on demand – just add water
The material is stable over long periods, too. When the team ran the reaction through the
lung-like architecture for 250 hours, it retained 97 per cent of its catalytic activity. A
traditional carbon-based membrane decayed to 74 per cent of its activity over just 75 hours.
The next step is to set up a system with many of these small pouches, but it may not look like a
lung. “The lung has a branching structure, but we need to have an anode and cathode for each
of these, and it’s not that efﬁcient to have a lot of those close together. The lung taught us how
to deliver the gas. We’re going to have to ﬁnd another form to scale this up,” says Cui.
Journal reference: Joule, DOI: 10.1016/j.joule.2018.11.015
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